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Parcel delivery made easy
Smartbox ensures smooth deliveries without the need for anyone to be kept waiting.

With the rise of e-commerce, parcel lockers bring a new and valuable benefit to building users. 
They’re particularly useful in lobbies or the reception areas of apartments, offices, health clubs 
or college and university campuses.

Smartbox is a complete smart locking system including touchscreen controller, high-quality 
door latches and fast, intuitive software; designed for best-in-class performance and ready  
to be fitted to your parcel lockers.

Uniquely intuitive to use, Smartbox software features a premium, modern interface that makes 
delivery incredibly simple. It’s courier independent and packages can be safely and securely 
deposited in seconds – simply by selecting the recipient’s name on the touchscreen.
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How it works

Smartbox is a complete system of intuitive software and high-quality hardware

Smartbox can run standalone which is ideal for basic installations

Smartbox Connected adds advanced online management features

GOOD TO KNOW

Smartbox makes parcel delivery and collection seamless and effortless.

Completely independent, Smartbox can accept deliveries from any delivery service, or even colleagues, 
friends and family. What’s more, once a delivery has been made, the software instantly sends out a 
notification message to the recipient. The system can receive parcels for return and also be used as an 
on-site package handover hub.

The whole system is completely self-service with no day-to-day management of the lockers required. 
Web connectivity enables managers to dynamically control large parcel locker networks from one 
single location – so adding new users, opening lockers and checking status can all be done remotely.
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Just some of the reasons why Smartbox could be the right solution for your parcel lockers.

Premium Design
Create great impressions with excellent usability, custom touchscreen 

branding and no visible locking hardware.

Easy Management
Whether on-screen or online, Smartbox admin tools make setup and 

management straightforward.

Quality Hardware
Just because it’s hidden doesn’t stop us paying attention to every detail.

Independent
Accept parcels from any delivery service, or even friends, family 

and colleagues.

Why it’s so smart

Improved experience: Exceed expectations at crucial building 
‘touchpoints’

Build engagement: Use the touchscreen to share information 
or advertising – for example, notices for café promotions

Improved experience: No need to worry about couriers when ordering

Save time: Building managers already have enough on their plate

Peace of mind: Smartbox hardware is built for reliability and tested 
relentlessly

Added value: Drop-offs between users add another dimension 
to your lockers

Fine control: Get more out of Smartbox with advanced admin options

Emergency access: Door latches include key and cable 
override options

Ready for the future: Smartbox grows with you; easily 
add more modules at any point
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Change how it works
Adapt the functionality of the Smartbox Smart Locking System with a range 

of optional features.

IP-rated Hardware For Outdoor Installations
We can switch out the electronic latches and touchscreen 

for water-resistant versions.

Connected Software
Smartbox Connected adds online management features for 

remotely adding new users, opening doors and checking 

system status.

Customisable Touchscreen Branding
Use the Connected portal to load custom colours and logos 

for your business, and share messages and content to the 

touchscreen.

RFID Readers
To give users instant access, Smartbox can be fitted 

with RFID readers compatible with most access 

control cards.
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